
Energy Calibration of the 2.5MV Pelletron 

at the Dalton Cumbrian Facility 

Experiment 141



Goal: Energy calibration of the 2.5MV Single-ended Pelletron accelerator at Dalton Cumbria Facility

Method: thick-target yield measurement of resonance strengths in well-known 27Al(p,g)28Si reaction

Setup: proton beam (of various energies) onto 27Al target + g-ray detector (NaI or similar) 



Well-known Resonances in 27Al(p,g)28Si

E_R (lab)  [keV] Gamma width [eV] notes

632.2 6.7 (5)

773.6 < 80 faint resonance

991.8 70 (10) reference + stability test

1213.1 < 100

1381.6 780 (80) very wide resonance

1587.5 < 200

1799.7 < 200

27Al+p

28Si

Ep = 992 keV

Eg = 1.78 MeV

not to scale



proton beam

detector (NaI)

Al targets
(on Ta backing)

water-cooled 
Cu target holder

Standard NIM electronics
DAQ: MAESTRO running on desktop

all equipment provided by Edinburg, 
except water-cooling system

Experimental Setup



Thick-target Resonant Yield
Experimental Procedure (for each resonance)

1. set beam energy above resonance energy

2. acquire gamma-ray spectrum (Eg = 1.78 MeV)

3. calculate yield

4. lower beam energy 

5. repeat [2-4] to fully scan resonance energy

6. associate mid point of rising edge to known E_res

7. determine calibration function (E vs HV)

E_R (lab)  
[keV]

Gamma 
width [eV]

notes

632.2 6.7 (5)

773.6 < 80 faint resonance

991.8 70 (10) reference + stability test

1213.1 < 100

1381.6 780 (80) very wide resonance

1587.5 < 200

1799.7 < 200



Experimental Procedure

rather than changing beam setting parameters at each resonance 

in small increments, obtain resonance scan by applying HV to 

target (up to ~2.5kV in 100V steps)

1. start with nominal beam energy (above resonance) 

2. bias target and collimator (with constant DV = -300 V)

3. send beam on target

4. acquire g-ray spectrum

5. stop beam in FC

6. change bias to target and collimator

7. repeat [3-6] until resonance scan is completed

collimators 
kept at -300 V

wrt target

cylinder + target (electric contact)
bias target to +HV to slow reduce beam energy

depending on resonance strength and beam current, 

each scan could be completed in a few hours 



Current Status of Preparation



Detector Calibration (already performed, to be repeated)
Detector 1
Serial No. 60022-01305-1

Detector 2
Serial No.  60022-01305-2



Vacuum Tests in progress

target holder detector flange



Still to be done…

• check target positioning on target ladder

• test water-cooling system

• assemble entire setup and vacuum test

• (re-)calibrate both detectors

• check scripts for target ladder movement and for target-bias supply work well

• bias target and collimator under vacuum (check no sparks occur)

• …

• prepare paperwork to access DCF
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